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I. Introduction (Ch. 1) 
A. (Recent) Policymaker Behavior in Democracy: 

1. As “lefts” became democratic competitors, behavior dictated by that 
electoral comp. for seats & governmental comp. for control 

a) Przeworski (1985): “As soon as they decided to compete for votes, [in late 19th C], 
socialist parties sought to gain electoral support of people other than workers… As 
socialists become parties like other parties, workers turn into voters like other voters” 

b) [One could offer analogous statement for aristocratic parties.] 

2. Examples of Recent “Left” Govts acting like “Ctr-Rts”: 
a)  Tony Blair (5/2/97 – 6/27/07): 

(1)  His “Christian Socialism” & the Party’s “New Labour” 
(2)  On May 6, transferred day-to-day control monetary policy from Whitehall to “Grand Old Lady 
of Fleet Street” (Bank of England) 

b)  Gerhard Schroeder (9/7/98 – 11/22/05): 
(1)  6 Months into term replaced his leftist Finance Minister 
(2)  Soon began series of reforms (retrenchments) welfare state & labor & employ. reg’s 

c) [Could also reference early ‘80s Mitterand govt in France: 
(1) Enters in slump w/ strong attempt fiscal expansion; soon backtracks & sim. to Schroeder later]  

3. Each replaced very long-stand right govts (16yrs Kohl; 19 Thatcher+), 
only to act as likely to hardwire policy outcomes similar to conserv. prefs. 
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B. Such Action by Lefts  Evidence of Convergence? 
1. Clark’s Account: 

a)  Popular press (& some academics): growing convergence around market-friendly 
policies b/c of globalization: esp. rapid, strong integration int’l financial markets 

b)  Empirical studies: mixed evidence for macro-policy convergence… [a quick 
review coming shortly] 

c)  …but this odd b/c, as becomes easier, quicker, & cheaper move financial assets to 
(invest in) most-favorable environs, economic costs to policymakers of deviating from 
most-favored practices (e.g., lowest capital tax) rises. Should  growing constraint 
domestic autonomy. 

2. Globalization (Int’l Capital-Market/Financial/Monetary Integration 
& Convergence) Arguments & Evidence: 

a)  Standard Argument: 

(1)  Briefest summary statement: 

(a)  Trade & Capital-Mobility sharpen capital’s threat v. domestic gov’ts to flee “excessive & 
inefficient” taxation & public policies  Policy Competition, 

(b)  Forcing welfare/tax-state retrenchment, and… 

(c) …tax-burden shifts from more-mobile tax bases, capital (esp. financial capital), to less-
mobile bases, labor (esp. skilled-manual). 
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(2)  (Slight) Elaboration: Policy Competition 

(a)  ↑inter-jurisdictional competition undermines tax-policy autonomy of individual tax 
authorities (think, e.g., of US states’ situation vis-à-vis each other competing to lure 
employers), inducing tax-rate convergence, esp. taxes levied on more-mobile assets. 

(b)  Such inter-jurisdictional competition intensifies as capital becomes increasingly liquid & 
mobile across borders  virtually unmitigated race to some bottom (ill-defined: see below) 

(i) Ex. Reviews: Zodrow & Mieszkowski ‘86, Wilson ‘86, Wildasin ‘89; Oates ‘01, Wilson ‘99. 

(c) Striking post-‘80↑int’l CapMob & steady postwar↑trade forces welfare/tax-state 
retrenchment & shift of tax burden from rel. mobile tax-bases (cap, esp. financial) to relatively 
immobile bases, (labor, manual more than very-highly skilled, maybe esp. skilled-manual). 

(d) I.e., Globalization’s Competition for Capital  “Race to the Bottom” 

b)  Numerous Counter-, Limiting, or Modifying Arguments: 

(1)  First off, empirically, evidence for wide & strong policy convergence mixed: 

(a)  Some find support: e.g., Hines ‘99, Rodrik ‘97, Dehejia & Genschel ‘99, Genschel ‘01… 

(b)  Others no support: e.g., Quinn‘97, Swank‘98,‘02, Swank&Steinmo‘02, Garrett&Mitchell‘01 

First, consider some data on the extent and time path of international trade integration 
(summarize: impressive, steady growth postwar to present), and especially international 
financial/monetary/capital-market integration, i.e., capital mobility (summarize: steady since 
early-‘80s; meteoric since mid-‘90s): 
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Brune & Garrett (2005):
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Clark’s figure:
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Now some of that 
mixed evidence on 
policy convergence: 
 
 
Swank & Steinmo (2002): 
(1981-1995 data from 
developed democracies) 
 
Quite Mixed / Little Sense: 

1) Cap (& less so trade) open 
has negative effect on 
statutory but not effective 
capital tax rate? Latter 
should matter not former. 

2) Cap (& maybe less so 
trade) open has negative 
effect on labor but not 
capital tax-rate? Latter / 
former more / less mobile 

3) Trade maybe even raises 
consumption tax-rate? 
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Kelly & Graziani (2004): Statutory tax rates on corporations [@ left]: 
 
OECD (2000) statutory & effective corporate taxes [@ right]: 
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Bertola & La Prete (2008): 
 

Compare relationship in levels 1960-90 averages [at left] – (we’ll see this closer w/ Hays, 
Rodrik, Ruggie): used to be that higher int’l econ exposure associated w/ larger social safety-
net & more-active Keynesian management: this b/c populations exposed to international risks 
demand public policies provide some insurance, compensation, assurance (safety nets & such) 

 
– to changes/trends since [at right] (roughly; deviations from country mean & trend & 

other); here, some modestly clear signs of the Gobalization  Welfare-State Retrenchment: 
  
[– Rodrik’s globalization dilemma is that globalization simultaneously increases 1) public demands 
for safety nets & the like and 2) constrains ability of gov’ts to fund them.] 
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One summary of the empirical literature: 
(Stephan Heichel, Jessica Pape, & Thomas Sommerer, JEPP 2007—lots of yes’s, but more than a few no’s, 
& many limited’s also.) 
[Point of this is just that evidence is indeed somewhat mixed]  
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(2)  General Gist of Most Counters: Maneuvering Room b/c 

(a) Other national differences (e.g., commercial, regulatory, & other policy; lab-mrkt instits; 
availability key resources or other advantages (e.g., Chinese, Indian labor supply; Middle 
Eastern oil, etc.); proximity large consumer base (U.S., EU); etc.) also affect invest-locate. 

(b)  Plus, other factors than capital mobility affect governments’ tax policies. 

(c) Some specific “maneuvering room” arguments in political economy: 

(3)  Garrett: Certain Left-Lab combo’s efficient, so not fled. 

I.e., certain combos left govt w/ soc-welf, ALMP, coord-barg, & related as or more effic. than 
neolib minimalism & cons. govt; so cap not flee such combos. 

(4)  Boix: Left-PubInv & Right-MinIntervention econ’ly close & suff’ly pol. effective 

Pub human- & physical-cap investment=alternative to neolib minimalism that sufficiently 
efficient macroec’ly to attract/retain capital & politically to support left electorally. 

(5)  Swank: Domestic political & institutional constraints 

Institutional structure of the polity & of welfare system itself shape domestic policy-responses 
to integration. Argument not fundamentally challenge exclusive or superior macroecon 
efficiency of neoliberal minimalism; Rather, stresses primacy domestic political conditions in 
determine nature & mag of welf/tax-policy reactions to int’l econ integ. 

(6)  “Varieties of Capitalism (VoC)” Theories: Institutions & Public Policies  
comparative advantage  divergence (not convergence). 

(a)  Hall&Soskice ‘01: complex national networks of PE inst’s confer comparative advant’s 

(b)  Mosher&Franzese ‘02: VoC  Comparative Advantage 
(i) Fixed-cap mob. & trade integ. spurs specialization (of PubPol & PE-inst’l struct. also); 

(ii)  Only liquid-cap mobility spurs int’l tax-competition, & it has other implications than commonly 
thought  Strategic Interdep. & Race to a “Bottom” that is not necessarily ≥0. 
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Comparative Advantage and International Trade 

I. Simple (Ricardian) Comparative Advantage: 
A.  Ricardo’s Examples (slightly amended): [hrs to produce in tables; 100 hrs total endow] 

1. Absolute Advantage: 

 Wine Cloth 

Portugal 10 25 

England 15 20 
a) Specialization & Export/Import: 

(1) Not surprising here that, since Portugal better at producing wine and England at producing cloth, trade will 
induce England to specialize in cloth & export surplus to Portugal to buy (import) wine, & Portugal the reverse 

b) Gains from Trade: little surprise either that both better off than without trade. 

(1)  For instance, w/o trade Eng could produce & consume 4 units wine & 2 cloth; With trade, it could produce 5 
cloth, consume 2, & sell 3 surplus cloth in Portugal (export) where could buy (import) 7.5 wine w/ those 3 cloth. 

(2)  Port w/o trade could, e.g., produce & consume 2 cloth & 5 wine; With trade, it could produce 10 wine, 
consume 5 and export 5 surplus to Eng where could by 3.75 cloth. 

(3) Notice that gains come from being able to separate the production & consumption bundles, producing at one 
relative-price ratio, p, (the domestic p) and consuming at another (the foreign or, more gen’ly, global p). 
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2. Comparative Advantage: Now Portugal has absolute advantage in both goods 

 Wine Wheat 

Portugal 10 15 

England 15 20 
a) Principle of Comparative Advantage: specialize in, produce more, & export by relative efficiency; and 
all parties gain. 

(1)  Portugal: cost of wine in terms of wheat is .66 units; England: wine costs .75 units wheat. Wine is more 
efficiently produced relative to wheat in Portugal (wine-relative-to-wheat in Port compared to wine-rel-wheat in 
Eng). Portugal has a comparative advantage in wine production. 

(2)  Flip Side: England: cost of wheat in terms of wine is 1.33 units; Portugal cost of wheat in terms of wine is 1.5 
units. England is relatively more efficient in wheat production; i.e., Eng has comp advantage in wheat. 

(3)  Portugal specializes in wine production, producing 10 units, and exports its surplus. England specializes in 
wheat production, producing 5 units, and exporting its surplus. 

b) Gains from Trade: even though Port abs. advant. in both goods, both countries gain from trade. 

(1)  For instance, w/o trade Eng could produce & consume 4 units wine & 2 wheat; With trade, it could produce 5 
wheat, consume 2, & export 3 surplus wheat to Portugal where could buy 4.5 units wine. 

(2)  Portugal w/o trade could, e.g., produce & consume 4 wine & 4 wheat; With trade, it could produce 10 wine, 
consume 4 and export 6 surplus to Eng where could by 4.5 wheat. 

(3) Notice that gains seem perhaps weaker here; this because gains from trade increasing in the diversity of the 
economies that trade & these hypothetical Eng & Port wine & wheat more similar than previous example. 
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B. Standard Baseline 2x2x1 Model: 

1. 2 countries (A & B) 

2. 2 goods (X & Y) 

3. 1 factor of production (Labor, L) 

C.  Ctry A absolute advantage over B in production X if can produce X more efficiently (w/ less L). 

1. Production function: equation that maps input, L, into output, X or Y.  

2. Examples:  and X XX a L X b L= =  

3. A has absolute advantage in production of X, if LXLX ba >  

4. Gains from Absolute Advantage in Trade: If LXLX ba > & LYLY ba < , i.e., if A has absolute advantage in 
X and B has absolute advantage in Y, then rather intuitive that each would benefit from specializing in 
production of good it produces more efficiently and trading for the other. 

D.  A comparative advantage in production X, relative to B, if A’s opportunity cost of producing X in 
terms of good Y is less than B’s, or in terms of production functions, if )/()/( LYLXLYLX bbaa > . 

1. Each ctry specializes in & exports its comp.adv., not it’s abs.adv.’s &, doing so, both ctrys better off, 
regardless of abs.adv. 

2. B/c comparative advantage is relative, every ctry has comp.adv. in something: here, A comp.adv. in X ⇔ B 
comp.adv. in Y 

a) In fact, gains from trade come from ability to produce at domestic price-ratios and translate that production into 
consumption at foreign/global price-ratios. 

b) And gains from trade (to both parties) thereby increase in diversity of economies trading. 
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E.  Production Possibility Frontiers (PPF’s): maximum X ctry can produce for each level of Y 
produced & v.v. I.e., the limits of output capacity given tech (coefficients) and resources (L). 

1. Production functions & L=Lx+Ly  YaaLaX LYLXALX )/(−=  and YbbLbX LYLXBLX )/(−=  
2. Graphically (dark lines are PPF’s): 
3. Country A has comparative advantage in X  steeper PPF than B (note: PPF goes higher on X). 
4. A specializes in X, trades X for Y, (at p somewhere b/w 2 autarky p (i.e., b/w LYLX aa /  & LYLX bb / , i.e., b/w the 
slopes of the 2 PPFs). 

5. Dotted line: A’s consumption possibility frontier w/ trade, now seen higher than if have consume & produce same 

6. A pol-econ example germane to globalization & divergence from Franzese & Mosher (2002) next slide. 

Y 

X 

ALX La

ALY La

LYLX aa /

LYLX bb /

Country A 

Y 

X 

BLX Lb

BLY Lb

LYLX aa /

LYLX bb /

Country B 
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7. PPFG & PPFU are hypothetical PPFs for Germany & US under their respective pol-econ institutions. 

8. AG and AU are their respective productions & consumptions under autarky [no trade]. 

9. TPG & TPU are their productions under trade; TCG & TCU are their consumptions. Trade allows these differ. 

10. IC’s are (aggregate) consumers’ indifference curves. Subscripts a and t refer to under autarky and under free-trade. 

11. The p lines are relative prices: Ga, Ua, W subscripts indicating German or US autarkic, & World trade. 
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Returning to other arguments countering, limiting, or modifying strong Globalization-&-Convergence args: 

7. Hays: Domestic political-economic structure (in partic.: cap-lab endowment & 
majority/consensus democracy) condition response to increased capital mobility. 

8.  Basinger & Hallerberg, Franzese & Hays, Hays: 

a)  Strategic Interdependence: insofar as any these (3, 5, 6, 7 esp.) constrain 1 state, they ease 
capital-competition for others. 

b) Extent & effect of capital-tax competition depends on what competitors doing 

c)  [See & discuss figure next slide]. 

9.  Rodrik & others: also could expect ↑globalization to ↑demand public protection from 
vicissitudes global economy; so demand ↑ while ability to supply ↓ 

a) [Will see 7-9 up close in Hays’ book @ end semester.] 
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Each country’s optimal capital tax-rate,  τ or T, depends on it’s competitor(s)’s tax-rate, τ*, and 
other stuff, like domestic political-economic conditions, eP. 

As competitor(s)’s rate increases/decreases, slack to raise own increases/decreases, so these 
“reaction-functions” slope upward. 

If something in one country’s political-economic conditions, eP, push it to increase its tax-rate, 
T, competitors tax-rates, τ*, will rise as well (given that further slack, all else equal) 
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Summary of Keys from Globalization & Policy Convergence: 

• Most important aspect of economic globalization is massive increase in capital mobility across borders, which produces: 

o More intense competition among policymaking jurisdictions (U.S. states, countries, etc.) for that footloose capital 
(investment). I.e., sharpens capital’s threat v. domestic gov’ts to flee “excessive & inefficient” taxation & public 
policies  Policy Competition: 

 Forcing welfare/tax-state retrenchment, and 

 Tax-burden shifts from more-mobile tax bases, e.g., capital (esp. financial capital), to less-mobile bases, labor 
(esp. skilled-manual). 

• Idea of Race to the Bottom, heard so often in discussions of globalization concerns, is where competitors keep 
undercutting each other until they hit some floor or bottom. 

o Like US states bidding against each other to lure a potential employer with lower & lower taxes, & then in that 
case often crossing 0 taxes & continuing into subsidies. 

o The races to bottoms could also be on other aspects than taxes: smallest social safety net, or lowest environmental 
protections, or weakest labor or safety standards, etc. 

o Case of US states competing to lure major employer with tax incentives illustrates how bottom rather ill-defined in 
these races. “How low can you go” can be quite negative or not very low at all. If some absolute-0, or lowest 
bottom to which one tax could be cut, e.g., exists, it’d be set by amount could raise from other taxes & borrowing. 

o Also vague re: notion of bottom here: different competitors will have different net advantages that will give 
them more or less leeway than other competitors not to race as far or as hard (if net advantaged in other regards, 
like China or India in enormous local supplies labor, or oil- or other resource-rich countries, or advantages of 
enormous final-markets (consumers) like U.S. or EU) or to have to race harder or farther (maybe like Michigan 
competing with British Columbia for Hollywood films?). The bottom is variable as well as ill-defined. 

o Then, finally, competitive pressure in these races for each policy on each jurisdiction is actually given by what the 
competitors are doing. So, slack in some countries from their advantages eases the pressure on their competitors: 
each country’s best policies depend on what the others are doing. This is globalization & interdependence. 
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10.  Clark’s Counter: Never was much/any partisan diverge 
[on macro-econ policy anyway] to converge. Clark’s arguments: 

a)  No evidence rising partisan converge [macro-policy] b/c partisan convergence 
= “hallmark of [macro] economic policymaking in democratic capitalist societies 
&, consequently, predated the recent rise in capital mobility” (p. 2). 

b)  “domestic political consequences of globalization—partisan convergence, 
constraints…to anticipate the response of footloose capital…are not the recent 
effects of changes in the international economy. 

c)  Instead, …enduring features of the process of economic policy choice in 
polities dominated by private investment and electoral politics” (p. 2). 

d) N.b., Priviliged Position of Capital + Downsian Electoral Competition  partisan 
convergence on the preferred policies of capital. [Elaboration to follow.] 

11.  Clark will explore these convergence args in broader context: 

a)   Nordhaus-Tufte Electoralist v. Hibbs-Alesina Partisan [macro]Cycles 

b) Recognizing Context Dependence esp. dependence of cycles on Capital 
Mobility (& Exchange-Rate Regime) & Central Bank Independence 
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C. Recall: Downsian Electoral Competition: Partisan Converge & Diverge 
1. Black’s Median-Voter Theorem (MVT) & Hotelling-Downs’ Partisan 
Convergence [ELABORATED PREVIOUSLY & @ BOARD NOW] 

a)  MVT: 

(1) 1-dimensional competition, 

(2) binary vote-choice, 

(3) sincere simple-proximity voting, 

(4) “single-peaked” preferences 

(5)  Median-Voter Rules 

b)  Hotelling-Downs: MVT  strong forces from electoral competition on 
parties to converge to median. 

c)  Slight Elaboration: 

(1) One Dimension: 

(a) Black (58) Median Voter Theorem (MVT): If voters single-peaked pref’s defined on single 
dim (e.g., left-right), then median-voter’s ideal point is only pt majority-preferred to all others 

(b) Hotelling(28)-Downs(57) Party Competition Centripetal Tendency: Applied to 2-prty 
elects, MVT  strong incentives converge toward MV  
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(2) Multiple Dimension Extensions: 

(a)  McKelvey’s & Schofield’s “Chaos Theorems”: 

(i) w/ >1D, if choices not structured in restrictive ways: virtually certain that policy proposals will 
cycle around policy space, w/ no proposal majority-defeating all others 

(ii)  either perpetual flux or arbitrary (Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem). 

(b)  Strongly suggests inst’l restrictions on proposal- & decision-making process essential to 
non-arbitrary democratic decision-making: 

(i) Kadane (1972) showed that if eqbm exists in unstructured multi-D space (may not), then must be 
multi-dimension median, a.k.a. Dimension-by-Dimension Median (DDM). 

(ii) Shepsle’s Structurally Induced Equilibrium [elaborate…] 

2. Theoretically, partisan divergence can emerge as equilibria of several 
reasonable representations of electoral competition: 

a) Already mentioned multiple dimensions; no clear prediction arises there. 

b) Electoral uncertainty (esp. re: median-voter’s ‘location’) / abstention / Extra-
Electoral Influences (Lobby or Interest Grp): 

(1) Uncertainty: allows policy-interested parties to drift from expected medians at finite 
(rather than infinite) expected-vote cost, yielding divergence 

(a)  Issue is uncertainty about effective ‘location’ median voter’s ideal point. 

(b)  Could be uncertain who is median, where is median’s pref, or median re: where parties. 

(2) More polarization as uncertainty ↑ (Wittman 77,83; Calvert 85; Roemer 92). 
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(3) Abstention: several models; alienation is one, e.g., that produces divergence. 

(4) Extra-Electoral Influences: 

(a)  if resources other than votes can sway elect, by buying, informing, or persuading votes 

(b)  & if these come not from median (which seems likely), this can also produce divergence. 

c) Credibility: Divergence can also arise if pre-electoral promises must be 
credible, i.e., post-electoral optimal for winners to implement. 

(1) w/ 2 parties, no entry, & 1-stage games (e.g., no reelects allowed) winners no incentive 
to implement median preferences if their own preferences differ, so voters only believe 
victors will enact victors’ own preferences  full divergence. 

(2) In repeated elections, parties can build reputations some ability promise something 
other than party’s ideal point (as known by vote)  some (not full) converge. 

(3)  Any degree of divergence is sustainable. 

d) Entry/Multiple Parties: 

(1) Free entry  no equilibria; entry free, so any number of parties enter anywhere 

(2) Suggests systems w/ low-cost entry [?] could sustain mult prtys w/ any degree diverge. 

(3) w/ some entry-cost, multiple citizen-candidate equilibria (Besley-Coate 97): 

(a)  One, that only the median enters,  Hotelling-Downs-Black, but 

(b)  Others  2 candidates equidistant from median enter, w/ the degree of divergence 
sustainable widening as entry costs grow. 

(4) Even w/ just 2 parties, potential of entry  entry-deterrence reason to diverge. 
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3.Degree of Divergence, therefore, is an empirical matter. 
a)  Tufte, Hibbs, Alesina, Me, & Huge Theoretical & Empirical Lit: (1) Clear, 
Obvious, Manifest, & Important Partisan Differences in (2) Preferences, Policies, 
& Outcomes, w/ degree of (1) generally ↓ in (2), i.e., as go pref’s→pol’s→out’s. 

b)  Clark: Not so much, esp. in macroeconomic policy & outcomes. 

D. Clark: Explore Implications of Ctrl Bnk Indep & CapMob for 
Domestic [macro-]Econ Policy: 

1.Starting Points: 
a)  Need appropriate pol-econ model: contested. Electoralist or Partisan? 

b)  Use ways CBI & CapMob (+exchange-rate regime) interact to shape policy 
control/efficacy to evaluate alternative electoralist & partisan [macro] models 

2.Alternative Models: 
a)  Partisan [Macro] Model=Hibbsian Model=“political parties w/ diff ideology 
orientations enact systematically diff pols & produce sys’ly diff macroecon outs”. 

b)  Electoralist [Macro] Model (≈Downsian) = Nordhaus Model (≈Tufte): “electoral 
constraints force [all] politicians…to behave in much same way…pols & outs to 
please med voter (Downs); …adds…assumpts about way voters form expectations… 
yields predictions that tie…[policy]…to electoral calendar…[for]…growth & employ 
in period leading to elections, even if such…leads to future inflation (Nordhaus)”. 
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3.Partisan & Electoralist [Macro] Models’ Shared Assumption: pol-mkrs control 
policies that can affect/control inflation, employment, output (macroec). 

4.CBI & CapMob challenge, or @ least modify, that Central Claim/Assumpt  
a) Theory: nuanced propositions when, where, & what sort of macro cycles. 

b)  (Clark’s) Empirical Findings: 

(1)  Little evidence of partisan macro policy or outcome cycles under any conditions. 

(2)  Electoral macro cycles not ubiquitous either, but growth & UE (& deficit & Ms) cycles 
when CBI & CapMob conditions leave policymaker some control over these. 

(3)  International Capital Mobility & Globalization: 

(a)  Little macro partisan convergence from globalization b/c little divergence 
to begin. 

(b)  Altered circumstances under which macroeconomic electioneering occurs. 

(c)  Altered what macroeconomic policies used for this electioneering. 

c)  Normative Considerations: 

(1)  CapMob & CBI generally discourage (macro) electioneering, so universally and 
unambiguously good? Well… 

(2)  Also induced rightward shift in mean policy & outcomes; 

(3)  If dem institutions working, then policy use desired, so not clear good to debar it. 

(4)  [tradeoff: rightward mean-shift & foregone democratically responsive policymaking 
against less cynical (electoral or partisan) manipulation.] 
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E. Pictures of the Alternative Theories of ‘Convergence’ 

 
(Top line is left party/constituency preference; bottom is right party/constit. 
Middle line is median-voter’s pref. Bold is policy under that partisan govt.) 
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F. Workhorse Macro Political-Economic Models: 
1.Adaptive v. Rational Expectations; Electoralist v. Partisan Motivations; 
Endogenous Elections; Context-Conditional Models [Table 1] 

a) Point of this section for us = mostly that can still expect electoral & partisan 
cycles, perhaps in outcomes & certainly in policies, under rational expectations. 

2.Adaptive-Expectations Electoral Cycles [Tufte] 
a)  Pol-mkrs: care only about reelect; control pols that affect macro to aid reelect. 

b)  Voters: [naively] retrospective [nec.] & pocket-book [not nec.]. 

c)  Predictions: real macro elect cycles (good pre-, poor post-); less precise re: infl. 

d)  Theory & Evidence: Challenged. 

3.Rational-Expectations Electoral Cycles [Rogoff, Sibert] 

a)  Econ: Electoral manip not surprise [, in new-K/-class, 0 real macro effect]; 

b)  Voters not [naively] retrospectively ignore future effects of current policies; 

c)  [also, since pro- not retro-spective, not reward past but for expected future] 

d)  Predicts: lesser real effects; [smaller, less regular macro elect cycles]. 

e)  Stronger evidence policy than outcome cycles [tons reasons for this].
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4. Adaptive-Expectations Partisan Cycles [Hibbs] 
a)  Pol-mkrs: partisan-differentiated weights on nominal vs. real economy; 

b)  Voters: [naively] recognize these partisan diff’s & their relevance to themselves; 

c)  Predictions: real & nominal macro partisan cycles. 

d)  Theory & Evidence: Challenged. 

5. Rational-Expectations Partisan Cycles [Alesina] 
a)  As above, except that only unpredicted policy-change affects real economy; 

b)  The Electoral Surprise [EXPLAIN]  

c)  permanent partisan inflation [& policy] diff’s, temporary partisan real-econ diffs. 

6. Endogenous Election-Timing & Political Surfing 
a)  Adaptive: straightforward political surfing [or w/ complications]; 

b)  Rational: more difficult to surf to beneficial effect b/c voters can infer signal 
that incumbent expects worse (or at least less-good) is to come 

c)  Some evidence of simple surfing (in India, Japan, maybe UK); 

d)  Clark, like most, will essentially ignore endogenous election-timing [which is 
to assume either no surfing or exogenous surfing or, if endog., orthogonal surfing]. 
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7. Context-Conditional Electoral [& Partisan] Cycles: 
a)  Relative Inattention in all 1-4 (& 5) to Institutional [& other] Contexts 

b)  Helps explain previous empirical weakness; 

c)  Attention will uncover further, interesting & important political economy. 

d)  Here: relax assumpt constant policy control & efficacy, specifically consider 
two (prior) institutional commitments that moderate control &/or efficacy: 

(1)  CBI: Clark: “may be others than elected officials in the monetary-policy driver seat” 
[i.e., Two Hands on the Wheel: see also Franzese AJPS ‘99] 

(2)  Capital Mobility (& Exchange-Rate Regime): Clark “steering column may be locked” 
[i.e., Multiple Hands on the Wheel: see also Franzese PA ‘03]. 
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